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PREFACE 
This summary report was prepared by the Douglas Aircraft Company, McDonnell 
Douglas Corporation, under NASA contract NAS1-1S004, Study on Utilization of 
Advanced Composites in Commercial Aircraft Wing Structures. The study was 
conducted as part of the Composite Structures Element of the NASA Aircraft 
Energy Efficiency {ACEE} Program. The st~dy pr~gram was monitored by 
Mr. Herman Bohon, ACEE Program Office, Langley Research Center. D. J. Watts 
was the Douglas Project Manager. 
Principal contributors to the Douglas study report were the following: 
C. Y. Kam - Composite Structures Technology 
. 
F. M. Wright - Structural Design 
M. Platte - Cost Analysis 
J. Kung - Avionics 
A. Richter - Test 
R. Palmer - Materials and Producibility 
R. Hartunian - Manufacturing 
D. Retrum - Program Administration 
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SUMMARY 
A study was conducted to define the technol~gy and data needed ,to support the 
introduction of advanced composite materials in the wing structure of future 
production aircraft. In the course of the study, discussions were held with 
key personnel fr~ll airlines, the Federal Aviation Administration (fPA). and 
Douglas Aircraft Company Management. Their participation ensured that the 
study findings are representative for a broad segment of the commercial trans-
port aircraft community. 
The study accomplished the following~ 
• Definition of acceptance factors 
• Identification of technology issues 
• Evaluation of six candidate wing structures 
• Evaluation of five program options 
• Definition of a composite wing technology development plan 
• Identification of full-scale tests 
• Estimat!on of program costs for the total development plan 
• Forecast of future utilization of composites in commercial transport 
aircraft 
• Identification of critical technologies for timely program planning. 
A comprehensive list of acceptance factors was formulated for the manufacturer. 
airlines, and FAA. Concurrence with the factors listed has been received from 
cognizant personnel from each of the three sectors. 
A set of 24 issues was derived from the acceptance factors to form the basis 
for a technology assessment. Each issue was examined to determine which 
technological or economic problems must be resolved by a composite wing tech-
nology program. Recognition was given to probable contributions to the tech-
r'Io '109Y by other compos i te programs in government and i ndu5 try 50 tha t they need 
not be repeated in a composite wing technology program. • 
xi 
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Ef~ht of the i$s~as ~ere classiffed as key issues: 
• Durabflity 
• Damage tolerance 
• Crashworthiness 
• Rep~tr of ~~jor damage 
• Lightning protection 
• Molding methods 
• Nondestructive inspection methods 
• Large-scale tools. 
These key issues are addressed in the development plan. Other issues will be 
addressed in the process of conducting a composite wing technology program, 
as defined herein. 
Six candidate wing structures were evaluated for the baseline wing component. 
The DC-9-32 wing was selected on the basis of size, availability for commercial 
tran~port, availability of design, and the presence of design features that 
cover a realistic and comprehensive range of composite wing technology. 
Five program options were formulated. Based on the technology assessment, it 
was determined that a common thread existed for all options: 
• Design synthesis 
• Development tests 
• Manufacturing technology 
• Operational technology 
• Detal1 design. 
The program options vary only in the size and quantity of full-scale hardware 
produced, in the amount of verification testing conducted, and in the scope 
of flight development and flight evaluation. Details of the program option 
which was selected for the composite wing technology program are defined in 
the development plan. 
A conceptual composite wing box was designed which accounted for interface 
w1th adjOining strlir:ture and aircraft subsyc;tpms. A 2a-percent weight saving 
was realized for this design compar'ed to the existing metal wing design. 
xii 
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A development plan has been defined for the DC-9-32 composite wing box. 
Development activities are divided into six phases: 
Phase I 
Phase II 
Phase ·III 
Phase IV 
Phase V 
Phase VI 
Preliminary Design 
Detail Design 
Manufacturing 
Full-Scale Tests 
F11ght Development 
Flight Evaluat1on. 
Full-scale semispan composite wing box hardware will be fabricated rather than 
full-span hardware. This approach will eliminate the need for oppos1te-hand 
tools and reduce the quant1ty of hardware produced, wh1ch will lower costs. 
The following full-scale tests are specified: 
• Static ultimate 
• Durability and damage tolerance 
• Crashworth1ness 
• Repair of major damage 
• Vibration. 
The production facilit1es and equ1pment forecast for composite wing structures 
was made with the awareness that pr1mary wing structure would be preceded by 
secondary and medium primary structure utilization throughout the airframe. 
A total floor space buildup to 55,742 sq~are meters (600,OOO square feet) 
dedicated to composite structures would be required to produce a production 
airplane with composite primary wing structure. 
Total program costs for a composite wing development program is estimated at 
$74.9 million (ROM) based on 1978 dollars. Of this total, 32 percent is 
allocated to the Phase I pre11minary design and 45 percent to the Phase III 
manufacturing (includes tooling). The remain1ng 23 percent is approximately 
evenly divided among the other four phases. 
A road map is presented for utilization of composite structures on future 
Douglas produc.t.il)n commercial transport aircraft. This road mao reveals 
xiii 
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Company plans for a logical progression to a composite wing box on a short-haul 
transport planned for first production delivery in 1990. 
The study concludes that it is highly improbable that a production commitment 
will be made until a comprehensive composite wing development program has 
produced data and technology sufficient to resolve the economic. programma~ic. 
and technological risks identified by this study. 
If the study objective of a composite wing box on a 1985-1990 production 
aircraft is to be realized. activity must be started in 1979 on the following 
key issue~ for which data are needed at the start of the preliminary design 
(Phase I) or whtch must be started early due to the time required to produce 
data and devplop technology: 
• P.~pe;r Of major damage 
, Impact damage (included in durability issue) 
• Damage tolerance design studies and tests 
• Innovative molding methods 
• Tooling methods for large composite structures 
• Lightning protection. 
Activity on the remainder of the durability issue and other two key issues 
of crashworthiness and nondestructive inspection methods can be started later 
in Phase I since basic data for these technologies are available to support 
early preliminary design tasks. 
xiv 
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INTRODUCTION 
The overall wing study objectives are to study and plan the effort required 
by commercial transport aircraft manufacturers to accomplish the transition 
from current conventional materials and practices to extensive use of 
advanced composites in wings of aircraft that will enter service in the 
1985-1990 time period. 
Specific wing study objectives are to define the technology and data needed 
to 'support an aircraft manufacturer's conmitment to utilize composite primary 
wing structure in future production aircraft and to develop plans for a 
composite wing technology program which will provide the needed technology 
and data. 
Figure 1 presents a task flow diagram to achieve study objectives. 
FiNAl REPORT 
ORAL REVIEW 
• DESIGN 
• TEST 
• MATERIAlS 
• MANUFACTURING 
FIGURE 1. COMPOSITE WING STUDY FLOW DIAGRAM 
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ACCEPTANCE FACTORS 
A manufacturer's decision to utilize composite wing box structure in commercial 
transport aircraft will be strongly influenced by the attitude of the airline 
operators and the FAA. Each considers many of the same factors, most notably 
structural integrity. Factors related to cost are of primary concern to the 
manufacturers and the airlines. 
The acceptance factors listed in Table 1 form the basis for the technology 
assessment to identify those issues which must be reso'lved to gain airline 
acceptance, approval for airworthiness, and a manufacturer's commitment to 
production of composite wing box structure. 
Airlines are becoming more interested in advanced composite materials because 
of their potential contribution to increased performance and reduced operating 
costs due to lower operating weights. What needs further validation to be 
accepted by the airlines is the potential for reduced maintenance costs when 
composite structures are used because of their excellent resistance to fatigue 
and environmental exposure. 
The operational factors are of greatest con~ern to the airlines. The airlines 
know that the manufacturer and the FAA will emphasize the assurance of struc-
tural integrity, but feel that they must be vigilant to assure that once 
they have the aircraft, it can be maintained and inspected as readily and 
cheaply as an aircraft made with conventional structure. Off-runway incidents 
occur infrequently, but they do inflict major damage to wing primary structure. 
The composite wing structure must have restoration qualities equal to conven-
tional wing structure, using repair facilities and equipment requiring the 
same out-of-service time as for repair of conventional wing structure. 
FAA acceptance factors have been well defined. Guidelines have been drafted, 
and an FAA Advisory Circular entitled "Certification Guidelines for Civil Com-
posite Aircraft Structures" (Reference 1) is being readied for publication. 
The guidelines were formulated by a joint FAA-NASA-DOD-Industry committee and 
the draft advisory circular received concurrence from the FAA and AlA in 
October 1977. 
,. 
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A managemerl' decision to utilize advanced composite structures will focus upon 
the level of risk involved, the value of the production improvement, the pro-
duction CO$ts, airline acceptance, and the aircraft manufacturer's ability to 
produce a certifiable composite wing structure. 
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TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
The acceptance factors have been translated 1nto a set of 1ssues wh1ch need to 
be assessed as a prelude to defin1ng the contents of a composite w1ng tech-
nology program .. The issues can be categor1zed 1nto four basic groups, as shown 
in Figure 2. 
A total of 24 issues has been selected for the technology assessment based on 
the additional technology and data that are needed to promote acceptance of 
composite primary wing structure. It is assumed that all technology and data 
required to design, manufacture. and certify the earlier NASA ACEE secondary 
and medium primary structures will be available. For example. the secondary 
and med1um primary structures utilize more thin-gauge panels. and the need for 
postbuckling strength allowables is greater than for strain-critical wing cover 
panels. Therefore. although a knowledge of postbuckling strength is desirable 
for minimum-weight wing structure, it is assumed the technology will be avail-
able and is not addressed in the ~fng technology assessment. Contributions from 
other government. industry. and in-house projects have also been anticipated 
to mi nimhe the compos He wi ng techllO 1091 program cos ts. 
Eight issues have been classified as key issues since their favorable resolu-
tion is essential to the timely production of composite wing structure. and 
specific technology development plans for their resolution must be included 
in the overall development progr~;n. The remaining 16 issues are also important. 
but it is deemed that ~hese technologies will be adequately demonstrated in 
the process of conducting a composite wing technology program which contains 
provisions for certificat10n of full-scale flight hardware by the manufacturer 
and FAA. 
Five of the seven stt'uctural technology issues shown ;n Figure 3 are classified 
as key issues. Composite w1ng structure must be produced with the same level 
of structural integrity as for conventional aircraft wing structure and evi-
dence of th1s must be provided as a condit1on of acceptance. Technical data 
must be generated during the design synthesis of a prototype development com-
posite wing and proof of structural integrity must be demonstrated by full-
scale bast.ing. 
5 
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FIGURE 2. KEY ISSUE GROUPS 
.t .. ", I"., 
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FIGURE 3. BASIS FOR TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
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The composite wing technology program will require provisions for acquiring 
durability test data. exercising the capability for designing ·durable struc-
ture. and demonstrating durable qualities by means of a full-scale fatigue 
test and an in-service flight evaluation. 
The composite wing structure of a civil transport aircraft wiil be sufficiently 
different from these earlier programs to require further development of meth-
odology correlated with experimental test data in order to develop an efficient 
wing design with adequate damage-tolerance capability. The structural integ-
rity can only be proven by full-scale damage tolerance tests during a wing 
technology development program to demonstrate this capability to the satisfac-
tion of the manufacturer and the airlines before embarking on a production 
program. 
The FAA criterion for crashworthiness of the airframe is that occupants have 
every reasonable chance of escaping injury under realistic and survivable crash 
conditions. The known low ductility of composite materials makes the design 
of crashworthy wing structure more difficult and indicates a need to exercise 
and demonstrate this capability with graphite/epoxy wing structures. 
Graphite/epoxy composite structures are much less conductive than the con-
ventional aluminum aircraft structures. both electrically and thermally. Lab-
oratory lightning test results have indicated that a lightning ·strike on an 
improperly designed graphite composite structure can seriously degrade its 
structural integrity (Reference 2). New design approaches to lightning pro-
tection are required for grap~1te composite structures with special ePphasis 
on low-cost. lightweight. and ease-of-maintenance aspects of the protective 
hardware design. 
A composite wing box for a commercial transport aircraft is built into the 
fuselage structure in a manner which makes wing replacement extremfly costly. 
and replacement therefore cannot be considered as a viable alternative to 
repair. nor can a throwaway aircraft be considered. As stated earlier. one of 
the clearly defined conditions for airline acceptance is that the composite 
wing box structure can be repaired and returned to service. Repair costs and 
downt'me should compare favorably with those of conveiltional wing struct:ure. 
Considerable testing will be required to provide repair technology data and 
7 
to prove to the airlines that proposed repair methods are viable and compare 
favorably with methods now u~ed to repair conventional wing structure. Tests 
will be selected to supplement repair data being made available from other 
programs. ' 
Eleven materials and producfbflity technology iss~es h~ve been identified. 
Only the NOT method has been classed as a key issue. Complete inspection ur 
composite wing str.ucture requires the applfcation of diverse NOT methods 
depending on the material. shape. configuration. thickness. and size of the 
test article. as well as types of flaws or damage to be detected. Methods are 
required for both production and service NOT evaluation. It is expected that 
cost-effective NOT methods and procedures must be established. inspection 
standards prepared. and acceptance quality levels determined that are applicable 
to composite wing structure. A knowledge of what NOT methods are to be employed 
and their capabilities is essential to the design synthesis of wing structure 
for which the initial and continued structural integrity must be ensured . 
Manufacturing technology is composed of two key issues -- molding methods and 
the development of large-scale tools. Manufacturing technology development 
is essential to the utilization of primary composite wings; it is needed early 
in the design cycle and should be one of the first issues resolved in a com-
posite wing technology program. The composite wing manufacturing technology 
must be demonstrated by construction of full-scale wing structure and then 
~roven by conducting full-scale tests in accordance with Reference 3. 
Initial manufacturing technology available for composite commercial transport 
primary wing structure is derived from experience with other NASA ACEE com-
posite structure programs as well as DOD-sponsored composite programs. notably 
the Grumman B-1 composite horizontal stabilizer and the AV-8 Harrier composite 
wing programs (References 4 and 5). These thin-wing components featJre slab-
skin and multiple-spar construction designed to military criteria. Commercial 
transport wings are much thicker. have higher aspect ratios. have at least 
several times the wing area of the AV-8. and are designed to FAR 25 criteria. 
Airline maintenance and longevity requirements will also influence the design. 
Considerable attention must be given to development of manufacturing technology 
for large composite wing structures in order to ensure cost-eff~ctive. 
on-schedule wing structures which satisfy the stringent FAA structural integ-
rity requirements. 
8 
Molding methods which have been proven adequate for smaller structures may not 
be the most suitable for hlgh-aspect-ratio cantilever wing structur'e which 
features much, greater span, chord, and thickness dimensions. Load intensities 
are much greater, and cover skins and spar caps will require thicker laminates 
\'lith complex ply patterl'!~ to satisfy bending and torsional stiffness require-
ments at minimum weight. Design concepts for panels and joints are expected 
to be different from smaller structures and will influence the selection of 
molding methods. I· 
Composite molding tools for 50-foot parts have not been designed or tested to 
determine where problem areas might occur. Wing contours employ compound cur-
vatures and twist along the wing axis. Dimensional control of the contour is 
essential for aerodynamic perfonnance, and extraneous \'1arpage of a wing skin 
during cure would be unacceptable. Conventional tooling experience is limited 
to relatively small parts where thermal effects cannot be adequately extrapo-
lated to full-sized wing sections. 
The programmatic issues shown in Figure 3 are not classified as key issues 
because they will be demonstrated in the course of constructing and testing 
flightworthy hardware. An airframe manufacturer will not commit to production 
of composite wings until a high degree of confidence exists that low-weight 
flightworthy structure can be produced on schedule for predictable costs. The 
data and experience needed can only be gained by the design, manufacture, and 
test of a f1ightworthy composite wing box which contains a range of deSign 
features representative of those to be encountered in a new commercial trans-
port wing. 
A typical schedule for a new production aircraft schedule is shown in Figure 4. 
The time from a finn Company commitment to the airlines to first delivery is 
approximately 38 months. However, as shown, a ~tructura11y sound completed 
wing main box must be ready to be joined to the fuselage only 19 months after 
the commitment is made. The full-scale verification tests come later. The 
consequences of schedule delays or unacceptable structural performance requir-
ing redesign and test could endanger the total program. 
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WING SELECTION 
A baseline wing design is a prerequisite to the conceptual design of the 
compo~ite wing box structure for the following reasons: (1) for weight saving, 
cost, schedule, and trade study comparison, (2) to define the scope of the 
development program, and (3) to determine facilities and equipment required. 
Five aircraft wings were evaluated as prospective candidates for the composite 
wing technology program. Parameters considered included the following: 
1. The vehicle should be a commercial transport aircraft wing with a range of 
design features to adequately demonstrate wing technology. 
2. The wing should be a reasonable size to be cost-effective. 
3. It should have the geometry, structural loads, environmental exposure, 
utilization rates, and FAA certification requirements typical for a future 
production aircraft. 
4. Design data such as criteria, external loads, 10ft lines, and interface 
requirements must be readily available. 
5. An aircraft must be available for a composite wing flight evaluation 
program. This implies certification by the FAA and subsequent revenue 
operation by a commercial airline. 
These factors imply that the candidate wing options are limited to civil trans-
port aircraft manufactured by the development plan contractor and currently 
in airline service, or at least far enough into development to ensure that 
design data are available and that an airplane will eventually be available 
for flight evaluation. 
Accordingly, the five candidate wing options shown in Figure 5 were considered 
during the wing study: 
1. The wing of the model C-15 STOL aircraft for the United States Air Force. 
Two prototype YC-15 aircraft have been built and flown. Since the study 
started, the Air Force has discontinued plans for C-15 productio~ and NASA 
now owns the two prototype aircraft. This airplane wing is a good size 
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FloURE 5. Wlilld OPTIONS _'>1_ 11"': 
for the development plan with adequate strUctural features for resolution 
df key issues. However, the airplahe is not a civil transport arid would 
not be suitable for in-service evaluation. 
2. A DC-X-200 is curreht1y in advanced design. Wing design data are available. 
The wing is a high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing which is probably rep-
resentative of a 1985-1990 production aircraft and might be a good choice 
if a flight evaluation phase were not required in the development plan. 
3. The DC-10 wing satisfies all requirements except that it is too large for 
cost and schedule factors. The design of the wing box does not lehd itself 
to a spliced outer composite wing except outboard of the fuel tanks. This 
outboard section does not sufficiently represent ihboard wing design 
features to address all the key issues (fuel tank wing-to-fuselage joining, 
main landing gear attach heavy structure, etc.). 
4. Many DC-8 aircraft are still flying and design data are readily available. 
The full-span wing box is too large for an economical program, but the 
outboard wing has a design joint to the inboard wing. The size of the 
outboard DC-8 wing is ideal, but the objection mentioned for the DC-10 
outboard wing applies equally to the DC-8 outboard wing: it is not rep-
resentative enough to address all the key issues. 
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5. The OC-9 ~ing has the best attributes for the composite wing structural 
development plan. It is small enough so that the full wing can be used, 
data are available, many aircraft are in connercial service, and the 
wing design is representative. 
Of the five wing options considered (Figure 5), the OC-9 aircraft easily out-
ranked the other candidates on the basis of the parameters. There have been 
many different OC-9 models delivered to airlines. More than 320 model OC-9-32s 
have been delivered and the same wing is used on several other models, including 
freighter versions, the Air Force C-9A/VC-9C, and the Navy C-98 aircraft. The 
OC-9-32 airplane is still in production. and the vehicle will be available for 
flight evaluation in the m1d-1980s. For these reasons, the OC-9-32 was selected 
for the conceptual design and development plan. The OC-9-32 wing structural 
arrangement is shown in Figure 6. 
MAIN BOX STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
3172 KG 16992 LBI TOTAL 
........ 
.... 
FIGURE 6. DC·9·32 WING STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT 
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PROGRAM OPTIONS 
Five program options have been conceived to provide a realistic basis for a 
contractual technology development effort that will resolve the issues which 
have been assessed for composite wing box structure. The options are shown 
in Figure 7. A'll options feature a OC-9-32 aircraft as the baseline configura-
tion around which consistent, well-balanced, and comprehensive plans are 
formulated. 
OPTION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
GROUND TEST 
GROUND TEST 
GROUND TEST 
FLIGHT EVALUATION 
GROUND TEST AND 
FLIGHT EVALUATION 
GROUND TEST AND 
FLIGHT EVALUATION 
FIGURE 7. PROGRAM OPTIONS EVALUATED 
Table 2 presents a summary of all five program options considered. It was 
considered essential to include provisions in all five options to (1) acquire 
technology and data, (2) gain design experience, (3) ~anufacture representative 
wing hardware, and (4) interface with the FAA tv demonstrate the certification 
procedures for composite structures. The variation between options is there-
fore limited to the size and quantity of hardware to be manufactured, the 
amount of testing to be accomplished, and whether a flight evaluation program 
should be included. Fiqures 0 through 13 depict the details of the five pro-
gram options. Figure 14 shOl'ls the approximate distribution of costs amonq the 
first five phases of Option 4. 
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FIGURE t. STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT TESTING - ALL OPTIONS 
COCURED. REMOVABLE SKI~ 
MECHANICAlLY FASTENED 
STIFFENED SKINS 
EXTERNAL STIFFENERS 
SECONDARY BOND 
FIGURE 10. MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY - ALL OPTIONS 
TRANSITION SECTION 
COMPOSITE WING BOX SP£CIMEN 
TEST FIXTURE 
FIGURE 11. WING BOX TEST SETUP - OPTION 1 
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STATIC ULTIMATE TEST 
FATIGUE AND DAMAGE TOLERANCE TEST 
RESTRAINT BULKHEADS 
PRODUCTION 
DC·' WING BOX; (ALUMINUM) :/ 
RESTRAINT aU~~HEADS 
FIGURE 12. TVPICAL TUT SETUP - OPTIO~S 2, 3, 4, AND 6 
OPTION 3 - COMPOSITE 
WING TIP 
OPTION 4 - SEMISPAN 
cwa 
OPTION 5 - FULL SPAN cwa 
, a.; ... "'" I . 
FIGURE 13. FLIGHT EVALUATION PROGR.\M 
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DEVELOPMENT 
II DETAIL DESIGN 
III MANUF 1.C1'URING 
IV FULL·SCALE VERIFICATION TESTS 
V FLIGHT AND DEVELOPMENT 
FIGURE 14. COMPOSITE WING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: 
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS AMONG PHASES 
FOR OPTION 4 
The quality of the technology and data is influenced by hO\-I closely the 
develo~lent program is representative of a new aircraft program. Options 
which do not produce fl ight hard\'Iare can feature structural arrangP.fT1ents and 
design concepts more ideally suited to composite structures. Options which 
specify a flight evaluation program are constrained by the need for composite 
hardware to interface with existing subsystems and adjoininn metal structures. 
Compromises must be made \'1hich reduce the cost/weight benefits of the composite 
wing. These compromises ar~ offset by the touch of realism added to a program 
which produces flightworthy hardware. Knowing that the final product will 
eventually be used in revenue service will imbue the same attitudes in the 
members of the development program team that exist in those associated with a 
production program. In the same sense, greater confidence in the technology 
and data produced from a flight program can be expected from the commercial 
transport aircraft community. 
The five program options have been compared to select the option best qualified 
to form the basis for a contractual technology development effort. The five 
• • 
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options were evaluated in terms of relative cost. the time when technology and 
data would be available. and the extent that the technology gained from each 
option would fulfill program objectives. 
Table 3 summarizes the results of the comparison. The range of the variation 
of relative cost is 47 percent. This can be attributed to the fact that many 
features are considered essential and are common to all options. The schedule 
in Table 3 refers to the elapsed time from the start of the composite wing 
technology program to th~ delivery of the FAA-certified aircraft to an airline 
for flight evaluation. or to completion of the test program for the option 
where no flight evaluation is included. The estimated five years to conduct 
the Phase VI flight evaluation is not included in the table. 
TABLE 3 
PROGRAM OPTIONS 
EVALUATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
RELATIVE SCHEDULE GAIN 
OPTION COST IYEARSI IPERCENTI 
I 0 77 5 
>OJ 2 0 93 6 85 3 0 95 6 90 
4 100 6 100 
5 I 13 (; 100 
Program Option 4 offers the best combination of technology qain versus cost 
with the same availability of technology and data. Option 4 provides the air-
line with the opportunity for routine inspection. experience. and maintenance. 
The expected technology gain is considered adequate to impart the level of 
confidence required for acceptance. Option 5 does not add a significant gain 
in technology to justify the l3-percent increase in program costs. 
From the conparison of the five options, Option 4 is judged to be the most 
outstanding and will be used as the basis for the formulation of the dp.velo~­
ment plan. 
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
A conceptual desi~n of a DC-9 composite wing box was developed to replace a 
nietal wing on an aircraft for fliqht evaluation. It foms the basis for the 
development plan which outlines the design, manufacturing, and testing efforts 
required for a prototype flight article. The design layouts emphasize those 
aspects of the structure that are unique to the composite components and 
interface with adjoining structure, control surfaces, and aircraft subsysteMS. 
The design is also the basis for cost estimates derived for the composite wing 
box technology development and hardware construction. 
Structural Design Criteria and loads 
The criteria used for the conceptual design included the interface require-
ments, stiffness, strength, and probable manufacturing methods ar·d capabilities. 
This information pe~itted the general arrangement and preliminary sizing of 
structural elements to be defined by l~outs, existing analytical methods, and 
available data. 
Interface criteria govern the locations of support structure. All components 
associated with the interface of the \'ling box and external systems, such as 
the main landing gear and flap, must remain where they nO't'I are on the metal 
wing in order to avoid redesign of thos~ systems. 
The stiffness criteria require that the same bending and torsional stiffness 
provided by the metal wing box (Figure 15) be maintained in the composite 
design. This ensures that the same wing load distribution \'Ii11 be imposed on 
both the CWB and attaching structure, thereby eliminating the need for a new 
loads analysis or redesign of attaching structure. It also ensures adequate 
flutter characteristics. 
Strength is always a basic criterion in any design. The O~B components were 
designed to satisfy the strength requirements of Reference 3. 
The conceptual design assumes both advancements in and limitations of manu-
facturing technology expected in the 1980-1985 period. 
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The internal loads used in this design effort were the same as for the OC-9 
metal wing. These include basic wing bending, shear, torque, and fuel pres-
sure loads which are reduced to internal component loads and support reactions. 
Skin panel loading (Figure 16) has the major impact on this design and result-
ing weight estimates. 
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Concept Selection 
The general arrangement selected for the conceptual design is a two-spar, 
multirib configuration with the spars and ribs in the saMe location as in the 
existing metal design, as shown in Figure 17. This selection was primarily 
based on the interface criteria. The retention of the DC-9-32 configuration 
minimized changes in mu1tirib arrangement load paths, interface provisions, 
and fuel tank requirements, and facilitated the development of viable concepts 
to the extent required to define the development plan. 
A major effort was made on skin panel design because it has the greatest impact 
on weight. Five panel concepts, shown in Figure 18, ~/ere evaluated on the 
basis of strength, stiffness, and weight. 
The structural efficiency of five candidate stability-critical compression 
panels is shown in Figure 19. These curves show a siQnificant difference in 
\'/efght efficiency between the various concepts. However, when the panel areas 
were increased to satisfy bending and torsional stiffness criteri~, all five 
concepts were equally efficient, as shown by the upper curve in Figure 19. 
Blade stiffening ,.,as selected as the least complex method of fabrication and 
thus the one which would minir.tize costs with no ~/eight penalty . 
.1 LANDING GEAR SUPPORT 
.3 FLAP SUPPORTS 
.4 AILERON SUPPORTS 
.5 SPOILER SUPPORTS 
.12 SLAT SUPPORTS 
.4 FUEL BAFFLEIBULKHEADS 
FIGURE 17. STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT 
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J·STIFFENED HAT STIFFENED 
HONEYCOMB BLADE STIFFENED T·STIFFENED 
u 
INTEGRAL BLADE STIFFENED 
FIGURE 18. COVER PANEL CONFIGURATIONS 
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Structural Description 
The DC-9 wing consists of a main structural box which fo~ the fuel tank and 
supports the leading edge and slats off the front spar and the trailing edge 
panels, aileron, spoilers, flap, and main landing gear off the rear spar. 
The conceptual design of composite application to this wing is limited to the 
main structural box on the left-hand side. Attaching structure and control 
surfaces are assumed to be of existing aluminum construction. The composite 
. left-hand box is joined to an aluminum right-hand box at the centerline of 
the airplane and to the fuselage at the sidewall. 
The composite box is approximately 50 feet 1r"9. 12 feet wide. and 2 feet deep. 
It was previously described as a two-spar, nlultirib arrangement with each sub-
component in the same location as its metal counterpart. Each composite mem-
ber performs the same function and resists the same loads as the aluminum 
member 1 t replaces. 
The basic structure is presented in Figure 20. It consists of two monolithic. 
cocured. blade-stiffened skin panels, which include the spar cap integrally 
cured in place. two spar webs. and 22 rib webs each of monolithic, cocured 
blade-stiffened, shear-resistant design. These components are mechanically 
attached to form the final wing box assembly. 
• BLADE-STIFFENED COVER PANELS 
• BLADE-STIFFENED,SHEAA-RESISTANT SPAR AND RIB 
WEBS 
• MECHANICAL ATTACHMENTS 
FIGURE 20. BASIC STRUCTURAL CONCEPT 
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A complete CWB des1gn projected for construct10n 1n the 1980-1985 per10d w111 
p'robably entail the use of some metal for fittings and h1ghly deta11ed members. 
The most extens1ve use of metal 1n this des1gn is in the main landing gear 
support area shown in Figure 21. Titanium doublers are cocured into the skin 
panels to assist the distribution of high, concentrated loads. The level of 
detail required in the support rib governed the selection of an integrally 
machined aluminum part mechanically attached to the skin panels and spar webs. 
The flap and aileron support structure consists of titanium attachment fittings 
cocured into composite ribs as typified by the aileron bulkhead of Figure 22 • 
• ALUMINUM BULKHEAD 
• TITANIUM DOUBLERS 
FIGURE 21. MAIN LANDING GEAR SUPPORT 
• COMPOSITE RIB 
• TITANIUM FiniNG 
FIGURE 22. OUTBOARD TANK CLOSURE AND AILERON SUPPORT BULKHEAD 
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Weight Estimate 
A weight estimate of the conceptual design and a comparison of the design and 
the existing metal wing box are presented in Table 4. 
The effect of "design constraints on the composite wing box weight was "investi-
gated. Stiffness, two strain limitations, and the "conventional stl'ength 
critical or unconstrained ~onditions were considered. This investigation was 
limited to effects of the skin panels as the major contributors to wing weiqht. 
For the purpose of this study, rib and spar \,Ieights were assumed constant for 
all design conditions. The results of this study are presented in Figure 23. 
TABLE 4 
CONCEPTUAL DC·9 tWB PREL' MINARY WEIGHT SUMMARY 
WEIGHT 
COMPONENT METAL DESIGN CWB DESIGN WEIGHT SAVINGS 
(kg) (LB) (kg) (LB) (kg) (LB) % 
SKIN PANELS 2090 4607 1324 2920 765 1687 37 
SPAR CAPS 5'8 1143 384 M6 135 297 26 
SPAR WEBS 202 445 159 351 43 94 21 
RIBS AND 
BULKHEADS 362 797 266 587 95 210 26 
CONTINGENCIES N/A '56 344 - 156 - 344 -
TOTAL 3172 6992 2290 5048 882 1944 28 
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FIGURE 23. DC·9 WING BOX WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
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THE DEVElOpr~ENT PLAN 
A composite wing technology program has been defin~d which will provide the 
, needed technology and data to support the introduction of primary composite 
wing structure into production aircraft. The parameters upon which the pro-
gram was constructed, as discussed earlier' , include the acceptance factors, 
the technology assessment, the selection of a DC-9-32 wing ' for the basic wing 
configuration, and the selection of program Option 4 to define the details of 
the plan. 
On this basis, a 1m'i-cost program has been established which will meet program 
objectives with an acceptable risk level and will address the issues considered 
most critical by the commercial air transport community. 
The statement of work for the development plan has been sequentially scheduled 
in six phases, as shown in Figure 24. Table 5 summarizes the tasks to be 
accomplished by departmental functions for the six program phases. Cost, 
schedule, and technical perfonmance can be rnonitored and evaluated, and program 
redirection can be effected as downstream developments diverge from predictions. 
Each phase can be separately funded to allow a reallocation of funds to support 
the redirection. This will tend to minimize the programmatic risk associated 
with creative endeavors. 
PHASE I 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
PHASE II 
DETAIL DESIGN 
PHASE III 
MANUFACTURING 
PHASE IV 
FULL,SCALE 
VERIFICATION TESTS 
PHASE V 
FLIGHT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE VI 
FLIGHT EVALUATION 
r -... ~ -
FIGURE 24. DEVELOPMENT PLAN SCHEDULE 
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ENGINEERING 
PLAN 
PHASE I DESIGN 
PRELIMINARY SYNTHESIS 
O£SIGN 
CONCEPT 
SELECTION 
PHASE II FINAL DESIGN 
DETAI~ 
DESIGN 
AND ANALYSIS 
PRODUCTION 
DRAWINGS 
PHASE III SUPPORT 
MANUFACTURING 
DESIGN CHANGES 
PHASE IV TEST 
FUlL·SCALE REOUIREMENTS 
VERIFICATION 
TESTS SUPPORT 
DATA ANALYSIS 
PHASE V WING INSTALLATION 
FLIGHT DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT TEST 
REOUIREMENTS 
DATA ANALYSIS 
PHASE VI MONITOR 
FLIGHT 
EVALUATION 
EVALUATION 
TABLE-5 
DEVELOPM~NT PlAN 
MATERIAL AND 
PROCESSES MANUFACTURING 
PLAN PLAN 
-
TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY 
DEVelOPMENT DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIALS RISK 
SElECTION ASSESSMENT 
MATERIAL AND COMPONENT 
PRODUCI81LITV MANUFACTURING 
STANDARDS VERIFICATION 
SUPPORT 1 FULL-SCALE 
SUBCOMPONENT 
3 CWB SEMISPANS 
- -
AIRPLANE 
MODIFICATION 
- 1 cwe SEMISPAN 
FA8RICATION 
cwe INSTALLATION 
- -
OUALITY TEST 
ASSURANCE PLAN 
PLAN 
CONCEPT COMPONENT 
REVIEW DEVElOPMENT 
TEST 
SPECIFICATIONS OMPONENT 
VE RIFICATION 
PROCEDURES TESTS 
TRAINING 
MATERIAL -
PROCESSES 
COMPONENTS 
AND ASSEMBLIES 
FULL·SCALE 
SUBCOMPONENT 
AND ewe SEMI· 
-
SPAN GROUND 
TESTS 
AIRPLANE GROUND 
TESTS AND 
-
FLIGHT TESTS 
- -
In sunmary, the development plan contains the following provisions: 
• A comprehensive technology development program. 
• The design of a OC-9-32 composite wing based on the conceptual design. 
• The design and construction of large tools for composite parts. 
• The producti on of fl i ghtworthy hardware. 
• Test verification to meet FAA structural integrity requirements. 
• Installation of a composite wing box on a certified OC-9-32 aircraft with 
subsequent ground and flight tests to qualify it for commercial revenue 
service. 
• The monitoring and evaluation of the performance of the compOSite wing 
box for five yea rs \'1h i 1 e in revenue s ervi ce. 
The development plan also includes the engineering plan, materials and process 
plan. manufacturing plan, quality as'surance plan, and test plan. 
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Engineering Plan 
The preliminary design will be developed using existing OC-9-32 design loads 
and criteria. Structural elements will be sized to match the bending and tor-
sional stiffness of the OC-9-32 aluminum wing box. A study has been completed 
which found that with these stiffness constraints, the easier-to-manufacture 
blade stiffeners do not impose a weight penalty when compared to more struc-
turally efficient stiffener concepts. To facilitate the interface with air-
craft structure and subsystems, the load paths, clp.arance, and access openings 
remain much the same. Changes in the existing deSign will be made as a result 
of the unique features of composite materials such as fabrication methods, 
lightning protection, and access for assembly, inspection, maintenance, and 
repair. The iterative design process is shown in Figure 25. 
layouts of the preliminary design will be prepared to support trade studies, 
to define the deSign sufficiently for a preliminary design review, and to 
provide early infornation to ~anufacturing for advance planning and initiation 
of tool design. 
Development tests will be conducted to develop material properties and charac-
teristics and to provide data for the selection, sizing, and detail design 
of panel and joint structural elements. 
~-----..., 
I DESIGN I 
• 
I DEVELOPMENT I 
TESTS l __ .., __ -l 
~ ~ STRUCTURAL 
ANALYSIS 
CRITERIA AND I--LOADS 
• r-+ • ~ STRUCTURAL DESIGN ... TRADE STUDIES ~ DETAIL OPTIMIZATION ~ LAYOUT .... DESIGN 
STRUCTURAL 
j 0 J • H ARRA"GEMENTS I--
LIGHTNING MAINTENANCE ... 
PROTECTION AND REPAIR ..-
~ ~~l ____ -, 
~--- -, 
I MANUFACTURING I I MATERIALS AND I 
I TECHNOLOGY i4-1 PROCESS I 
FIGURE 25. DESIGN SYNTHESIS PROCESS 
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Detail drawings of the composite wing box will be prepared and approved for 
strength on the basis of compliance with applicable FAA requirements in accord-
ance with Reference 1. Documentation of the analyses and data will be prepared 
and submitted for FAA approval. 
Production readiness, static, fatigue, and damage tolerance vr:dfication tests 
will be conducted to verify the design integrity before production begins and 
to provide allowable strength data. Engineering will prepare the test plan 
for Phase IV full-scale testing, monitor the test, evaluate the test results, 
and document the test results for submittal to the FAA. 
Materials and Process Plan 
The Materials and Producibi1ity Engineering department will support the design, 
manufacturing, and quality assurance functions. Procedures will be followed 
to ensure that all FAA certification requirements can be satisfied per FAA 
guidelines (Reference 1). 
The material systems to be used for a \~ing structure will be selected at the 
time of the actual program. The materials considered will have proven handling 
and processing capability and acceptable mechanical properties. Special 
emphasis will be placed on long-term environmental properties, impact toughness, 
and resistance to microbiological fuel contamination. 
A material specification will be prepared to identify basic material handling, 
physical, and composite laminate structural properties. Preimpregnated 
incoming quality control tests and requirements will be specified to ensure 
acceptable and reliable structur~l l&minate properties. 
A. processing specification \~ill be prer>ared to pre!lcribe a detailed step-by-step 
manufacturing process for the wing structure. The specification will provide 
manufacturing tolerances as well as in-process quality control test methods 
and acceptance criteria. 
A nondestructive test Douglas Process Standard will be prepared to prescribe 
UOT methods and acceptance cri teri a for the wi ng structure. 
~'1aterials and Producibi11ty Engineering will assist and support the manufacturing 
developnent plan for lm'i-cost, reliable Manufacturing and tooling concepts. 
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r~nufacturing Plan 
The manufacturing plan features early development of manufacturing technology 
to resolve the choice of the manufacturing method to be utilized for prelininary 
design of the CWO. The process is one of design synthesis since the manufac-
turing method affects the design while other design considerations in turn 
influence the selection of the manufacturing method. As part of the manufactur-
ing development. it is proposed to build six to ten 2a-foot box sections. as 
shown in Figure 10. Three manufacturing approaches and molding concepts will 
be investigated with these box sections: 
1. The more conventional low-risk method ~tilized for the conceptual design -
skins. spars, and ribs individually molded and bolted together. 
2. The eggcrate - front and rear spar and ribs are cocured. The stiffened 
skins are separately cured and attached to the monolithic substructure. 
3. A cocured box with the substructure and cover panels as one monolithic 
part. This concept is the most innovative approa~h and represents the 
greatest potential for low-cost nanufacture due to the reduction in 
parts and assembly operations. 
Fabrication of the box sections \'1111 be carefully monitored to obtain tooling 
and manufacturing cost, the manufacturing risk areas. and schedule data to 
provide a basis for economic comparisons and evaluations. 
Until the technology development proves that more advanced methods are viable, 
the development plan calls for full-scale OC-9-32 CWB hardware for laboratory 
test and flight development to be produced by the conventional methods of 
mechanically attaching the SUbcomponent cover panels, spars. ribs and bulkheads 
whi ch are molded as monolithic parts (see Figure 26). 
Typical fabrication details are shown in Figure 27. After densification, the 
parts will be stored in a freezer until ready for cocuring. Figure 28 shows 
how the densified wing skins are placed on the plastic laMinating mold (Fig-
ure 29) with the stringer, intercostals, and mandrels in position. The 
entire panel will ther. be bagged and placed i,l the autoclave as shown in Fig-
ure 30. Spars and ribs are treated in a similar fashion. 
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FIGURE 21. FABRICATION DETAILS 
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FIGURE 28. SKIN PANELS ON PLASTIC LAMINATING MOLD 
PLASTIC LAMINATING MOLD 
LOFTED PART 
SURFACE STRUCTURE 
" A,,",""'~~ 
? JI CONTOURED MOLD 
.. ~ STRUCTURE 
GRAPHITE j I ~;:TITANIUM PLM 
STRUCTURE 
FIGURE 29. PLASTIC LAMINATING MOLD 
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LOAD TOOlIMTO 
AUTOClAVE 
FIGUR~ 30. AUTOCLAVE CURING 
The cured subcomponents will t~ri be assembled into a structurally complete 
'wing box. as shOWh in Figure 31. 
A DC-9-32 will be modified fdr the in~ta1lation of a left-hand composite wing 
box. Structural interfaces and subsystems wi11 be made compatible with the 
composite wing box in accordance with engineering instructions, and the airplane 
will be put in a fl1ghtworthy cdndit10n for delivery to the test department. 
,mil Ifllm "U 
It l_ 
II ... , 
I .. ... 
FIGURE 31. FINAL WING ASSEMBL V 
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Quality Assurance Plan 
Ca~didate structural concepts will be reviewed in Phase I to determine their 
compatibility with quality assurance techniques. Concepts which will not 
permit thorough inspection will be eli~inated from further consideration. 
The final detail design will be reviewed in Phase II. Particular attention 
will be given to access provisions to ensure that all areas, internal and 
external, are accessible for manufacturing and field inspection. NOT specifi-
cations will be reviewed and inspection methods developed to ensure the struc-
tural integrity of the product. A training program will be conducted to qualify 
personnel in the use of these methods. The quality as~urance syste~s of 
appropriate suppliers will be surveyed to ensure proper quality of incoming 
materials. 
Surveillance of the entire manufacturing process will be maintained in Phase III. 
All incoming materials will undergo inspection and be certified if they comply 
with applicable Douglas Material Specifications. The various laminating, curing, 
and assembly processes will be monitored to ensure proper limits and tolerances 
according to the applicable Douglas Process Standards. NOT methods will be 
applied to the inspection of all structural components, subassemblies, and 
final assemblies as prescribed in the Douglas Process Standards. Corrective 
action will be recommended for material or finished structure which does not 
meet quality standards. Deviations will be documented and any concessions 
granted will be authorized by the cognizant engineering staff. 
Test Plan 
Extensive testing is required to provide a data base for the preliminary 
design, verify the final design of structural components, and substantiate the 
integrity of the full-scale composite wing box structure to the FAA regulatory 
requirements of Reference 3. Coordination must be maintained with the FAA 
for approval of test plans, test article conformity, test operations, and test 
results. The certification guidelines recommended by Reference 1 were the 
basis for definition of the test program. 
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The test plan is composed of tests in four of the program phases: 
• Phase I - development tests 
• Phase II" - design verification tests 
• Phase IV - full-scale verification tests 
• Phase V - aircraft ground and flight tests. 
The Phase I structural tests selected during the prp.1i~inary study include 
1346 laminate properties tests and 263 structural component concept development 
tests, as shoHn in Figure 32. The tests will develop data for static strength, 
durability, and damage tolp.rance over a range of tefl1perature and hUMidity con-
ditions. Specimen design and test requirements \'/ill be designated by Enqineer-
ing as part of the design synthesis. Test data will be generated for candidate 
concepts - in the design, damaged, and repaired configurations - for a range of 
humidity and temperature conditions. A 1ightninq protection test program \~i1l 
be established to investigate Fuel tank ignition hazards due to in-tank arcing 
in the restrike zone, and lightn i ng transient effects on critical electrical 
"/iring components for transient suppression/shielding designs. A static 
electricity test program will be defined to evaluate the static charge disper-
sion characteristics of graphite/epoxy composite fuel tank structure. 
149 COVER PANELS 
21 SPARS AND RIBS 
16 JOINTS AND FmlNGS 
1346 LAMINATE PROPERTIES 
FIGURE 32. DEVELOPMENT TEST SPECIMENS 
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Production readiness verification tests will be conducted during Phase lIon 
panels, component sections, joints. and f i'ttings to verify that the final 
design details evolved from the preliminary design satisfy functional and FAA 
requirements. Thirty tests similar in nature to the development tests are 
planned with preconditioned specimens at ambient temperature. 
Full-scale verificati on testing will be conducted during Phase IV on three 
test articles. Test plans will be approved and the tests witnessed by FAA 
for compliance with FAA regulations. Test results will be submitted to the 
FAA for approval. 
A static test will be conducted on the co~posite wing box utilizing a produc-
tion DC-9 right-hand wing box and center fuselage section, as shown in Fig-
ure 33. Tests will be conducted to verify the design stiffness, design limit 
strength, and design ultimate strength for critical DC-9-32 load conditions. 
After these tests are completed, failure loads will be applied for the most 
critical condition. 
STATIC ULTIMATE TEST 
FATIGUE AND DAMAGE TOLERANCE TEST 
PRl'DUCTION 
DC·9 WING BO~ (ALUMINUM) ../ 
TRANSITION 
SHELL (JIG) - ,'- ~ 
j 
RESTRAINT BULKHEADS 
'-J-TRANSITION SHELL (JIG) 
~COMPOSITE WING BOX SPECIMEN -----, ', 1 t 
" 
...... 
. ,. ,. 
RESTRAINT BULKHEADS ! ... 
FIGURE 33. cwa SEMISPAN GROUND TEST SETUP 
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A fatigue and damage tolerance test of the composite wing box will be 
conducted utilizing the same test setup. OC-9-32 load spectra will be applied 
for the equivalent of two aircraft service lifetimes (80,000 landings and 
72,000 flight hours). Test results are expected to reveal fatigue-critical 
areas and to provide a basis for service inspection intervals and repai~ - pro­
cedures. At the end of the first lifetime, a limit load will be applied to the 
structure to demonstrate the fail-safe residual strength of the composite 
wi ng box. 
Damage tolerance tests will be included as part of the fatigue test program. 
rnherent flaws and deviations formeci during manufacture will be monitored 
during the tests for gro\·,th characteristics and will be repaired as necessary 
to maintain structural intenrity. Additional fla\'/s \'/ill be induced at the 
end of the first lifetime and monitored throughout the second. A limit load 
will then be applied to demonstrate the residual strength of the wing box in 
the fl awed rond it ion. The induced fl a\'/s wi 11 then be r~pa 1 red and damage 
inflicted to represent major damage that might occur in service. The damaged 
area will then be repaired using the same techniques and equi~ent with which 
in-service repairs would be made. DeSign ultimate loads \'1ill be imposed on 
the repaired area to demonstrate its structural integrity. 
The third large test article is the major SUbcomponent sho\,1n in Figure 34 
which will be used to verify the crashworthiness characteristics of the main 
landing gear support structure. A structural overload will be applied to a 
COMPOSITE WING 
BOX SECTION 
Pl 
FIGURE 34, FULL,SCALE SUBCOMPON'ENT/CRASHWORTHINESS TEST SETUP 
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du~ landing gear to demonstrate that the landing gear will separate from the 
wing without rupturing the fuel tank 1n accordance with FAR 25.721. The 
resulting damage will be repaired by methods expected to be in use at a major 
repair depot, and the structure will then be tested to ultiMate load in order 
to demonstrate the structural integrity of the repai.·. 
Modal vibration tests are to be conducted on all full-scale semispan composite 
wing box articles to determine basic vibration characteristics for correlation 
with DC-9-32 data. These data will also be used to evaluate any stiffness 
degradation due to fatigue loading. 
The third semispan test article will be installed as the left-hand wing on 
a DC-9-32 airplane. This airplane will undergo ground and flight tests 
required for FAA certification prior to entering airline service for the flight 
evaluation phase. Specific aircraft ground tests are required prior to the 
first flight. These tests include subsystem functional tests, fuel system 
calibration and gauging, lateral control system proof and operation tests, 
and aircraft ground vibration tests. Flight test demonstration will be li ,nited 
to flying qualities, in-flight subsystem tests, and structural and aerodynamic 
daMping tests. 
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FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
Requirements for facilities and equipment have been established for composite 
primary wing structure: 
1. As required for construction of the OC-9-32 composite wing structure 
defined by the development plan. 
2. As required for construction of composite primary wing structure on the 
pr~ctuction short-haul transport. 
Table 6 lists the requirements in a general sense and Figure 35 shows how the 
floor space would typically be utilized and equipment located. Figure 36 is 
probably more useful in that it forecasts the facilities buildup based on the 
road map in Figure 37. The sharp increase in floor space dedicated to composite 
structure, shown around 1988 in Figure 36, is due to the introduction of the 
short-haul transport aircraft. The fabrication of hardware for the composite 
wing technology program would take approximately 4645 square meters (50,000 
square feet) of additional floor space beyond the space needed for other 
composite production programs. 
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FIGURE 36. COMPOSITE WING DEVELOPMENT FACI LITY 
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FIGURE 36. FACILITY FORECAST 
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PROGRAM COSTS 
The determination of the cost of a composite wing technology program was not 
specified as a study task. However, rough-order-of-magnitud~ (ROM) costs were 
estimated in order to compare program options and to define a minimum-cost 
development plan without compromising the 'stated program objectives. 
The development plan cost breakdown is presented in Table 7 to provide insight 
into the scope of the various program tasks. 
These cost data were not developed through the rigorous and lengthy bid-work 
sheet and costing department procedures. and therefore should not be construed 
as suitable for any other purpose than an aPl 'roximation of pro~ram costs. 
TABLE 7 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN COST SUMMARY 
PHASE I 
ENGINEERING PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT TESTING 
PHASE II 
ENGINEERING DETAIL DESIGN 
VERIFICATION TESTS 
MANUFACTURING VERIFICATION 
PHASE III 
TOOLING 
MANUFACTURING (3CWBI 
PHASE IV 
FULL ·SCALE VERIFICATION TESTS 
PHASE V 
MANUFACTURING (1 CWB) 
GROUND TESTS 
FLIGHT TESTING 
AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS 
ENGINEERING MODIFICATIONS 
TRAVEL, COMPUTER, MISCELLANEOUS 
"Y 
1\ 
APPROXIMATE 
1978 DOLLARS 
(MILLIONSI 
4.0 
11 .5 
10.1 
2.5 
0.5 
0 .5 
294 
6.3 
4.8 
2.1 
0 .4 
1.0 
1.3 
0.4 
74 .8 
08 
756 
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APPLICATION /\1m BENEFITS 
The road map presented in Figure 37 reveals i1cOnnnell 001l91(\s Corporation plans 
for ext~nsive applications of advanced composite materials in future commercial 
transport aircraft. 
The short-haul transport scneduled for introduction in the late 1900!i has been 
selected as the most timely vehicle fo.' composite primary \-ling structure. As 
indicated by the road map, extensive applications of secondary and medium 
primary composite structures \'Ii11 precede the introduction of primary wing 
structure. 
The short-haul transport configuration data include two or four wing-mounted 
engines depending on the type of engine, an o~erator's empty weight of 
58,060 kg (120,000 pounds), a payload of 16,459 kg (36,285 pounds), 177 single-
class passengers, and a range of 6241 kilometers (3370 nautical miles). 
Figure 38 depicts the best-estimate schedule relationship between the COMposite 
wing technology program and the introduction of the short-halll transport 
aircraft. In early 1980 to 1904, a ManaQement decision must be made in order 
to market the short-haul transport \-lith a composite wing structure and to 
develop the advanced design to the level necessary to cOMpletp. the d~tail 
design, fabrication, and assembly within ap~roximately 19 months following a 
production go-ahead decision. This decision will have to be made on the basis 
of Phase I technology and data acquisitions, supported by a firm commitment 
that the other five phases will be carried out. 
An analysis \'Ias made to determine fuel savings of the short-haul transport 
\olith advanced composite structure over conventional aluminum structure in 
accordance with the road map. The analysis does not include any resizing of 
the aircraft or engine changes to account for the reduced structural weight. 
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 8. The total weight saving 
estir.mte of 4445 kg (9800 pounds) was derived from in-house experience \lith 
secondary structure, proven results from the r~ASA ACEE OC-10 conpos i te rudder 
program, preliminary findings from the NASA ACEE OC-10 composite vertical 
s tabfl her program, and the 28-percent \-/ei ght savi ng reported here; n for 
composite wing structure. 
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COMPOSITE WING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 
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FIGURE 38. TIMELINES OF COMPOSITE APPLICATIONS TO SHORT·HAUL TRANSPORT 
TABLE 8 
COMPOSITE BENEFITS TO SHORT·HAUL TRANSPORT 
WEIGHT SAVINGS - 4,445 kg (9,800 LB) 
FUEL SAVINGS - 7,690,000 LITERS (2,000,000 GALLONS) COST SAVINGS (BASED ON 20·YEAR LIFE) 
• 1977 FUEL COST - $769,000 
• PROJECTED AVERAGE COST - S2,600,OOO 
OR 
PAYLOAD INCREASE OF 4,445 kg (9,800 LB) 
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STUDY CONCLUSIONS 
The study results support the conclusion that a composite wing technology 
program must be undertaken by the commercial transport manufacturer to accom-
plish the transition from materials and practices utilized in current construc-
tion to extensive use of conposites in wings of aircraft that \·1111 enter service 
around 1990. Data have been developed to define such a pro~ram. 
The list of acceptance factors co~piled for the ~anufacturer. FAA. and airlines 
provides a rational basis for an assessment of composite ''ling technology. 
The assessment indicates the need for a composite win~ technology progra~ which 
contains the following provisions: 
1. Development of technology and data to resolve the ei~ht key issues defined 
herein. 
2. Design. manufacture, and test of f1ighblOrthy, certifiable. full-scale 
hardware encompassing a range of \'l1n9 design features representative of 
commercial trans~ort aircraft. 
3. Demonstration of cClf!1posite lIing technology to the extent that technical. 
economic, operational, and prograr.J11atic risks are reduced to an acceptable 
level. 
4. In-service flight evaluation to provide realism to other phases of the 
program, and to demonstrate the operational perfo~ance of primary com-
posit~ wing structure. 
The conceptual design indicates that the ~oal of a 25- to 30-percent weight 
saving is attainable for primary composite wing structure corlpared to conven-
tional aluminlJTl structure, subject to further limitations \/hich May bE' imposed 
as the eight key issues described herein are resolved. 
A facilities and equipment plan should be prepared with the realization that 
the production utili zation of COMposite primary \'11 n9 structure \'Ii 11 be preceded 
by the extensive utilization of composite secondary and mec1iurl prilllary structure. 
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The ytiliza~1o~ of co~poslte primary ~lng structure 1~ ~h~ 20th ce~~~rY on 
cQ~~rl~al ~r~~sport afrcraft is d~pe~dent on th~ continued NASA sponsorship 
of ~ ~pmposf~e ~;~g ~echnQ1Qgy program. 
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STUDY REC(J1f1EUDATIor~S 
1 • A UJ\SA-funded compos ite wi ng technology program is recofllnended to exploit 
the potenti a 1 of us i ng advanced composite Materi a 1 s for aircraft \'/i ngs to 
provide a 25-percent \/eight saving with a proMise of reduced costs 
throughout t~e life of the aircraft. These advantages can be realized 
as experiencp. and technology accrue and mass production reduces material 
and na~ufacturing costs. 
2. Critical path technology programs should be funded as soon as possible if 
the 1985-1990 goal for the introduction of primary Cor.lposite wing struc-
ture on new aircraft is to be realized. The key issues which should be 
addressed first to supply data and technology in a tinely fashion are: 
A. Repair of major damage 
B. Impact damage (included in durability issue) 
C. Damage tolerance design studies and tests 
D. Innovative molding methods 
E. Tooling methods for large composite structures 
F. Lightning protection. 
3. The remainder of the durability key issues and the tHO other key issues 
of crashworthiness and NO! ~ethod can be started later in Phase I since 
sufficient basic data for these technologies are available to support 
early preliminary design tasks. 
4. The r~ASA Fiscal 1979 budget should include fundin~ to initiate contracted 
technology development programs \'/ith more than one airfraMe for applica-
tion to manufacturer composite wing structure. 
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